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Don’t  believe these Battery  Myths ! 
1. Never charge your  battery unti l i t  i s real ly  

low!  
FALSE!  Lithium Ion batteries last longer when you never let 
them drain completely.  Charge whenever you need it to 
avoid a dead battery. 

2. “Overcharging” is  b ad and wil l ruin the 
battery!  
FALSE!  Today’s batteries are designed to stop charging 
once they are full—you cannot overcharge. 

3. Using a computer  while i t  i s charging can 
hurt  the  battery!  
FALSE!      Heat is the real danger for batteries.  Having too 
many processes running at the same time can overheat the 
battery as can working on a cluttered surface that does not 
allow the fans to discharge hot air. 

4. Leaving a device  charging when the battery  
is ful l wi ll  damage the battery and could lead 
to  fi res  or ex plosions!  
FALSE!  Batteries today have internal circuits that stop the 
charging process once the battery is full and thus prevent 
the overheating that used to occur in the past.  That’s why 
it’s good to update your tech and recycle old devices! 

Student Tip of the Month! 

Student e-hallpass for Tech Help 
     Middle School is now using e-hallpass for student 
movement within the building.  When sending students 
to the Tech Office, please select Tech Office and not 
Instructional Media Center as the destination.  These are 
different locales and staff members cannot see passes 
for places other than their location.  If possible, please 
have students complete a support ticket before sending 
them to the tech office for help. 

The Benefits of Restarting Electronics 
      Did you restart your computer?  People groan when told do 
so, but restarting electronic devices is the best way to resolve 
glitches, slowness, freezing, and errors.  This applies to phones, 
WiFi routers, tablets, printers, game systems, and any electronic 
device—not just computers!  Restarting a machine basically resets 
everything—memory, temporary files, caches—allowing it to start 
with a clean slate.  If your devices are not connecting to the 
Internet at home, restarting your router will most likely solve the 
problem.  If Apps on your Smart phone are not responding as 
they should, try shutting down, waiting a minute, then power 
back on.  For devices that plug into a wall power outlet, it often 
helps to not only power the device down, but also unplug for a 
minute or so and replug before turning it back on.  So in future, 
remember, when things don’t work as they should, restart!   


